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Legend Estates Pvt. Ltd.

Sixth Floor, The Legend Apartment, Renuka Enclave

Raj Bhavan Road, Somajiguda, Hyderabad - 500 082 

Tel: 040-6663 0663. E-mail: marketing@legendindia.co.in

www.legendindia.co.in

Note: This brochure is only a conceptual presentation and not a legal offering. The Promoters reserve the right to alter the specifications, plans and elevation as deemed fit.
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A Sunshine of happiness
for a lifetime of bliss.
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Road No. 2, Banjara Hills

KBR Park Jogging Track

Make yourself at home in the city's most celebrated address - Banjara Hills.

It was once the hunting ground for the Nizams and home to many royal 

members of the Nizam's dynasty. No matter how large the city has grown

and spread today, this part is still called the 'best of the best'.

And why not? Banjara Hills is considered as one of the most expensive 

pincode areas in India, according to The Economic Times. The people here 

belong to an elevated class of their own. The area is also famous for its many

star hotels, ritzy restaurants and mega shopping malls. Many lush parks, 

cultural centres and educational institutions too dot the distinguished district.

The city's most
celebrated address
says it all



Legend Solaris is another legendary project envisioned

by Legend Estates Pvt. Ltd. Legend is well-known for its 

excellence in design and superior project management.

By creating properties of architectural eminence in the

sought-after locales, it has carved a place of pride in the

hearts and minds of its customers.

Unsurprisingly, it is today among the fastest growing and 

most respected real estate companies in Andhra Pradesh.

The company has more than 14 years of expertise and

till date has completed more than 80 premium projects.

Over 5500 people comprise the Legend family. Legend is

also currently engaged in developing over 6 million sq. ft.

of premium residential and commercial spaces in

Hyderabad, Visakhapatnam and Vijayawada.

KOKAPET

Creating properties of
architectural eminence
in sought-after locales ABIDSTILAK ROAD

With seductive design, enticing space flow and 

alluring architecture, Legend Solaris is an exquisite 

and exclusive apartment enclave for just Ten 

fortunate families. Anchored on 1368 sq. yd. of land 

with only Two apartments per floor - of 3400 sq. ft. 

and 3589 sq. ft. space - the project offers utmost 

privacy and villa like independence. While enabling 

unmatched excellence, the well-designed upscale 

apartments evoke a sense of personality and 

warmth. So whether it's about relaxing alone, 

spending  quality time with family or socialising 

with friends - whatever your vibe, Legend Solaris 

lives up to all your expectations.

Designed with
your unique lifestyle
in perspective

GACHIBOWLI



Luxury is at the heart of Legend Solaris regal apartments. Here, you can expect only the best. 

The minute attention to space planning and design sets a higher standard for architecture.

From spacious bedrooms that instantly relax you and inviting living spaces that make guests feel 

at home to contemporary kitchen and private balconies that provide ample space to stretch out 

and relax - every nook and corner is designed with your unique lifestyle in perspective. All this 

means you find a home in the most supreme location of Hyderabad with a close-knit community 

experience that enables a perception of security while limiting the feeling of isolation.
Every nook and corneR
is delightfulLy designed
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